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ABSTRACT

This,brief summaeites the major findings of
significant research'studies dealing with different leadership
behaviors and strategies for increasing leadership effectiveness.
Fred Fiedler's Contingency Theory of. Leadership Effectiveness
emphasizes that a Leader's effectiveness is. determined by how well 3
his leadership style fits -the specific situation. Fiedler uses this
theory to analyze the impact of training and experience cn leadership
effectiveness. Daniel Kunz and Wayne Hoy focus on the leadership
behaviors of "initiating §tructurem and "consideration,' and examine
which behavior is more influential on teachers. Donald Piper compares
the quality of problem-solving decisions made by individuals with the
decisions made by 0oups and concludes that groups' did consistently
better than individuals. By comparing group members' reactions to
three types of'participative decision making, Carl Lovell
demonstrates that the success of participative decision making
,depends on the method of governance used. The implications of these
studies are. that prigpipals can do any of severe l things to increase
their effectiveness as leaderi, but insofar as leadership needs vary
with different situations, there are ao absolute 'guidelines for
effective leadership. (Author/JG)
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Each Research Action Brief reports the findings
of significant empirical research studies on a
topic in educational -management From these
findings implications are drawn for the opera-
tion of today's schools, thus serving as a guide
for enlightened administrative acfion
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ment for distribution by theNational Associa-
tion of Skondary Scqoal Principals

Number 1, January 1978'

Leadership: Improving Its Effectiveness
At times, frustrated educators must wonder whether effec-

tive school leadership is not like good weather'a condition
everyone wants but no one really knows how to producp. To
carry the analogy, further, just as people may dilEigree about
what constitutes "good weathst." so, too, effective school
leadership can me, different things to different people

Forlynately, these similarities are largety superficial. Al-
though some aspects of leadership effectiveness are not yet
completely understood, enough is known about thesubiect
that a schooj principal Enteres
make use 0 strategies that eertai ly are more reliable than
consulting bunions, doing rain dan s, or seeding clouds

Researchers have examined a wide range of questions about
leadership We will first considef the evidence that leadership
effectiveness depends in part oN the needs of specific situa-
tions Next, we 'will discuss' someleffective types of leadership
behavior Nally, we will turn our attention to participative
decision-making, a 'promising strategy for improving the pro-
cess of decision-making on school policy

in doing a better Job can

Styles and Situations
Some teSearchers' suggest that it may not be useful or even

accurate to talk about leadership effectiveness as something
that can exist apart from specific situations Different leader-
ship styles will be effective in different situations in fact,
while nearly everyone has-what it takes to be an effective leader
in some situationsalmost no one can be a good leader in all
situations

Fiedler has done considerable research %in this area Al-
though some of his work focuses on military, rather that) edu-
cational, groups, his findings are,useful in illuminating the
nature of the leadership process itself

FiedIvr's basic cdnceptual tool is his Contingency Theory of
LeldersCp Effectiveness, which emphasizes that a leader's
effectiveness is determined by how %%tell his or her leadership
style fits the needs of a, specific situation Fiedler divides leaders
into two types, those who arp motivated by a desire for good
interpersonal relations with subordinates (human relations-
oriented) and those who'are motivated by concern fee accom7
plashing the task at hand (task-oriented)

Fiedler describes a situation in terms of its "favaableness
Three factors determine how favorable a situation isthe quality
of leader- member relations in the grqup, the arbOunt of struc-:
ture imposed on tasks and assignments within the organiiation,
and the amount offornal Opwer that goes with the leader's
position AS these three lectors increase, so does favorability
It can vary from one extreme (Where all three are present to a'
high degree) to The other (where all are absent):with a variety
of Intermediate combinations Fiedler, maintains there is no
simply correlation 'between situational favorability and reader-
ship effectiveness In general, evidence suggests that human
relatiols-oriented leaders are most effective in moderately favor-
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able situations, while task -0 r -rented leaders are at their best in
very favorable cir unfavorable situations

Fiedler uses his contingency theory to analyze the impact
of training and experience Offleadersl'up effectiveness From his\A

I.
review of previous research and his own original work Fiedler
concludes that what training actually.. inCreases is riot leadership

-\ effectiveness, but the favorability of the leader's situation
\While certain types of leaders, in certain situations, will become

rure effective as thioituation becomes more favorable, others
II not In addition,'Ftedler suggetts that experience, like train-

rn fends to increase situational favorability Thus an individual
wh tias thoroughly Mastered a lob, like one 'vho is overquali-
fied for it, may lose interest in the work and actually perform
less ef,fectively#than someone else who islesswerl-qualified but
inure ?\learungfully challenged by the position

Since leadership style, as a function ofeninclividyal's" rnotr-
valing. s iii re and personality, is relatively permanent arid
difficult Ito change, F iedler's work implicitly stresses the !metro
tance Of t\e situation as the key to improving a leader's et fec
tiverress J(.4t as training programs can make the leader's situd
,lion more 6kvorable, so other approaches might be useful' in
making a sii'uation less favorable, and, presumably, more
charlenging One way of reducing favorabilimight be to.in-

.

crease uncertainty within' an organization, for example, 15y in-
trodutmg some type of innovation Whatever is done should
be planned in recognition of the fact that effective leadership
means having a-le right individual in the right situation

Leadership Behavior
Two areas of a leader's behavior that are often assumed to

influence effectiveness are initiating structure (the ability to
develop well defined patterns within the organitation, assign
each member a clearly defined role, and awn and maintain
effective channels of communication) and consideration (pc
Gess in creatirzg a climate of trust, friendship, warmth, and
mutual respect between a leader and bis or her subordinates)
In education, though riot in industry, there is evidence that the
most effective leAers are thos(who are strong in both areas
Teachers generally prefer principals who are high in cortsidega-
nun, while upper level administrators favor principals strong in
initiating structp re

, Kunz and Hoy attempted to determine which of the two
qualities Was more important to effeCtive leadership To do
this, they isolated one measure of effectivenessa leader's suc-
cess in gaining acceptance of his or her directives Following
the standard usage, the researchers idenkfied three decisional
areas where a principal might concevEy give orders These
were in the domains of organizational maintenance, persons!
behavi6r, and professional behavior Most teachers evidently
feel that matters relating to organizational' maintenance. such

-as deadlines and accurate reports, are appropriate areas for
afirninistratwe control Cony erselyf most teachers, and many
administrators, believe that the details''of a teacher's personal
fe are, to put it bluntly,-vcne of an adrrynistrator's business
hip. in the organizational maintenance area, teachers are wiP1

mg to accept a wide ange of administrative control, while in
the personal area they will accept very little

But in the third area, the ,professional domain, which in
volves matters of professional pigment such as how to evaluate
pupils or how responsive to be 4-eacithinikrative criticism,
teachers vary widely in the amount of administrative co'itrol
they are willing to accept

As a result, Kunz. and Hoy assumed that tfle amount of con-
trol teachers in a school were willing to accept over professional
mattersthe professional zone of acceptance was a gooelemea-
sure of the principal's leadership effectiveness Accbrdingly,
the authors studied fifty randomly 'selected nonspecialized-
secondary Schools in New Jersey to determine lust how the
site of this zone relates to a principal's leadership behavior

The results of their survey indicate that teacher/ are most
willing to accept the directives of principal's who are high in
both initiating structure and consideration Further, the evi

/
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Bence also indicates that the two qualities very often go to-
gether But when the authors investigated which of the two was
more important, they -found, contrary to tb.eir expectations,
that initiating structure was more ii5fluential than consideration
in determining the size of a teacher's professional zone of
acceptance While this contradicts the findings of some earlier
research, it is consistent with the conclusions of a small but
growing body of recent work

Kunz and Hoy's study has a wide range of implications for
effective leadership Perhaps the most obvious is the fact that
leadership behavior canat least in its irtfluence on the size o
a teacher's professional zone of acceptancehelp determine a
leader's efier tiveness The most effective principals are strong
in both initiatin*siructure and consideration However, the
ta.0 are not of equal injportance, apparently, teachers are more
likely to ae cept administrative directives in a well-organized
c hob! than in a friendly one

while these findings themselves are,hmportant, Kunz and
Hoy's study also points out that teachers are more willing to

apt administrative control in some areas than in others
Most teachers, for example consider organizational matters as
legit irnd te territory for strong administrative direction Thus a
princ ipal n,_ed not be reluctant to take a greater measure of
(mini' over matters such as those Kurwand Hoy include within

this domain deadlines, maintenance of school equipment, par-
ti.-ipatun u, inservice programs, and the accuracy-of reports
Indeed tdk ing d more itive leadership role in these areas
rnight bei one useful way for a principal to begin to become

lore et fei rive m initiating structure
(,,r1Vorsply the almost' universal rejection of piincipal

authority over personal mailers is alsosignificant Principals are
apparently, ill advised to aitempt to control personal, nonpro-
fessional de. tails of teachers lives either as a stagging policy or
ds part of an, effort to exercise "stronger leadership "Such

f for ts'are likely to be resisted and resented

Participative Decision-Making
' One important measure of leadership effectiveness is the
print wars aL)listy in make wise recisions about schocil policy
A on nnising approai h to increasing the priocapal's'sk ill In this

's,area js par tai ipatory der ision- reeking (PPM) PDM Ts based on
tt., te , surriptron that the best way fry a school to identify its
rip i and develop poll( it to meet there is by involving in the
'le( IS )(1 f !kik If I(1 p111( F'SS ',1 widexrange of people who i an work
togethr to exr flange 'Tights and ideas i

Sever empiric dl raenir h efforts haVe considered the value
of PUM Pi r,«Hnp-areri the quality of the problem-solving de ..

1,,00,,,,ardivi als made ,alone with those they made winking iii
groups The re rr her first gave each individual subject a test
that requirPri ma rig d series of decisions While member's of a
«mornt .tcoup strnp retook the test individually, the-remain
ingsubre( is were (.1,v ed into three typesof groups for retest
ihq One type («insenst ) had no Leaders, group members dis-
Hissed, the problerns.on I they reached solutions that were
ac .epted though not nece rily agreed uponby everyone in .

. 4 ...1

a

the group In the second tpe of group (participative-best), the
individual who had scored highest on the test was chosen group
leader and given the responsibility for making deCtions after-
eliciting advice from the rest of the gray The third type
(participative-worst) worked the same way, except that indi-
viduals with the lowest scores were designated as leadersr

Groups in the study consistently did better than individuals
Each "consensus group made decisions that were better than
those of its average member, and several such groups actually
outperformed even their best individuals In each participative
group, leaders made better decisions with 4ielp than they had
made when working alone This was true whether the leader.,
was the best or wars( individjal test-taker in the group While

. -the improvement of the participative -worst group leaders was
to be expected, that of the participative-best leaders was sur-

'prising arid significant *1 suggests that even a knowled eabl
individual can benefit from the good adVice of assOct
ou running much risk of being influenced by bad advice, These
finings led Piper to conclude that "if arriving at the mof cor-

rect decision is the primary goal, the involvement- of/several
people will providt better results than the 'aneman-
deciding alone' model

If

The results achieved with PDM depend on th- method of
governance used Lowell derndlistrated this whe he compared
group members' reactions to threellifferent pes of partici-
pationconsensus, majority-vote, and' leader controlled (cen-
tralist)

Members of consensus groups,^who s red power equally,
were well satisfied both with the decisio their groups reached
and the process used tb reach them enibers of centralist
groups, where leaders made decisions after consulting with the
groups, were also satisfied with th decision-making process
and its outcomes

However, contrary to Lowell's pecta t ions", groups governed

by majority vote worked far ss satisfactorily Members of
these groups were less sansfie with group decisions and with
the decision-makirA process self 'In fact, Lowell reports that
the atmosphere iti some of hese groups became openly com-
petitive, as..ilvorates of ch fering solutions struggled with eaeki
other for ContrOl of the d ision

Implications
Our disaussion ha

school leaglership. of

the,role Of the situ
Live leadership A
of beh ior can

s'ectio .of the

focused on three different measures of
tiveness One set of findings emphasizes

non in determining what constitutes effec-
ond set focuses on the ways certain types

luence a leader's effectivene4 And thp third
iscussion considers a procesS for imrtroVing

scho I decisio making 6

fedler's irk is most useful for illustrating the need to
makh" leader Np'style with the needs of a situation kpecause

leadership ylp Is determined by an individual's. personality S
hich ma txj difficult to changeit is important to fdcus

/iittenton n ways to manipulate situational variables to makes ;
/,leadefshi more effectiye This,may even mean, on occasion,

I.



actually attempting to reduce situational favorability In any
case, the mast important thing is to recognize that a safe, se-
cure, and well-prdered environment may not always be a pro-

:
duct ive one

r,

.Kunz and Hoy's work,,which deals specifically wits second-
ary school principals, focuses n how two types of leadership
bohaVior-p establishing order i the school environment (initia-
ting structure) and developing good relations with subordinates
(consideration)can influence teachers' willingness to accept a
principal's directives 'Both, types of behavior', which seem to
go together in the most effective leaders, are important, though
-maintaining a well-ordered school is apparently more desirable
than :naintaining a friendly one

Kistz and Hoy also showed, almost incidentally, that most
teachers are relatively willing to accept administrative control
over organizational matters, but not over their personal affairs
Thus it may he useful for a principal to confine attentionbto
supervising the organizational details'of school life

In itie area of school decision making, there is evidence thof
participative decision-making can have several desirable effecA
Piper's work cIeally suggests that PDM can, indeed, foster the
making t f better, more correct decisons The fact that me

of a leader's decisions can be improved, but cannot be
cOamaged "icy The advice of other, less knowledgeable group
-4ernbers suggests that The risks of PDM are small

Lo.,ell's findings point the way toward the most effective
furm for PDM in a schoil situation Consensus decision making,
an yield satisfactory results In large groups, however, striving

fn; c mserisus can be a complex, time-consuming process
Piper did find,"as Nell, that consensus groups do not always
solve prt.z,lems as e'ffectivel as their best indOiduals, For this
reason principals may be reluctant to yield theicrdecOsion-
rnaking authority to such groups For many schocA4therefore,
a centralist PDM program may be most desirabit, with the
ounucal, as group leader, soliciting the opinions,pnd Insights
of collaborators tut retaining final decisHonal authority If the

" leader is genuinely open to the influence of group members,
This aponJach can satrs'fy participants and improve the quality
{if oecisiuns A (EN factor in both studies seems to be the feel-

:dog on"./.'he par t of participants that their advv e had been heeded
If I,owell's work suggests some possible "do's" for school

pribci,r_.als, it also, rather emphatically, suggests a,"don't A
PDI.1 prograrn should not be based on the principle of majority
rule Majority vote gropps can become competitive rather than
collaborative (hardly desirable for a principal intrested in high
initiating structure;

These shidies" considered as a whole show that principals
ran".10 anV.of several thing,' to im9rove their effectiveness as
leaders initiate more structure in the sr hool envirornent,

. improve relat,ions Ith subordinates, and develop programs of
peril ipatory decision-rnaking But insofar as leadership needs
vary with different, situations, there Are no absolute gwdelines'
tiff effectiveness each principal should work to develop the
leadership approar h that works best ffir him or for her
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